Beyond the Bulb

The Designer Series LED fixture from Haiku Home boasts convenient, connected functionality alongside impressive patent-pending design.

**Automatic**
Onboard presence detection automatically powers light on when you enter and off when you leave a room.

**Powerful**
Produces 50% more light than a typical 60-watt incandescent bulb, yet lasts more than 30 times as long.

**Advanced**
Active Light Equalization™ increases efficiency by maintaining overall brightness as ambient light levels changes throughout the day.

**Pristine**
Premier model allows users to adjust the light’s color temperature on a spectrum from warm amber 2200 K to cool white 5000 K.

**Efficient**
LEDs protected by a sealed, unbreakable copolymer diffuser that repels bugs and dirt so it never has to be cleaned out.

**Personalized**
Custom-designed, integrated heat sink extends fixture life even further by lowering operating temperature.